ABOUT
DANNENBERG
INDUSTRIES
Dannenberg Industries is an
international machine manufacture for
al kinds of industries. Trough the years
we expand our knowledge immense
by building and guiding high-quality
textile machines and processes. These
Machines produced sustainable fabrics
as flame resistance, heat-resistance or
anti-static fabrics. With high durability
against chemicals. But we not limited
on those machine processes, our
expertise will be also be applied in
other machine disciplines!
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SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION
PROCESSES

OUR SERVICES
IN SHORT
1. PROJECT MANAGEMENT, PROJECT SUPPORT
2. MAINTENANCE AND REPARATION
3. MACHINE-INSTALLATION
4. PIPING SYSTEMS
5. PRODUCTION

1
MAINTENANCE &
REPARATION
At Dannenberg Industries we understands That times
matters , and reacting quickly in case of malfunctions
and failure in a streamlined production line is essential
and necessary. When production lines are stopped
by malfunctions your delivery times and cost but also
reputation are in danger. Therefore prevention is much
better then cure. To eliminate this kind of situation
periodic maintenance is needed. Dannenberg Industries
is able to take care of this and keep your machinery in
good conditions, we will limited expensive interruption
to a minimum. This helps you to react fast and you are
assured of an optimal production process with minimal
continuously.

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Dannenberg Industries supports at installation of
qualitative high and complex production lines. With this
support we take care that your machinery is working
optimal collaboration, for the most efficient production
process possibility. But also standalone machines we
are installing with carefulness. Through our years of
experience we understand which facets are important at
managing your team of machine builder. This applies to
projects in both Benelux and various countries such as
Angola, Bangladesh, China, Mexico and Argentina.
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PIPING
SYSTEMS
To secure internal transport of chemicals or other
different liquids correct welded pipe connection are
indispensable. Dannenberg Industries has a lot of skills
in this business to weld piping or manifolds. In the past
we weld for international companies as Siemens (gas
compressors) Bouman etc. Our professional competence
is underlined with the next certificates.
řř (IWP) International Welding Practitioner
řř (IWS) International Welding Specialist
řř level 1-4 NIL (Dutch welding institute)
but whenever certain welding certificate is required , we
are able to take care of this.
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MACHINEINSTALLATION
Framework Welding or piping-system , Dannenberg
Industries will support or lead your building of industrial
machine installation. We will take care of mechanical
as well of electrical job. This we will take with our own
team, although we can also direct third parties at your
request at project management level. However the name
of Dannenberg Industries will provide you quality.
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PRODUCTION
Producing Machining Part for your machinery , we
are able to take care of that . required parts for
maintenance or high numbers of serial parts for building
your machinery we are able to produce , providing with
guarantee of high quality .
řř small or big vessels
řř frame work
řř milling parts / turning parts / casting parts
Please contact us and we will draw up a free quotation
for you.

